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Chapter: 1244
Meng Hao is a very arrogant person. He has always been called a genius. He
was twenty-eight years old when he broke through to the congenital realm.
It can be described as a momentary beauty, and all his peers around him
were ruthlessly treated by him. Pressed down.
He was thirty-five years old this year, and he reached the third stage of the
innate realm. This kind of speed can be called abnormal, and everyone in the
teacher’s school has infinitely valued him, and he once thought that he was
the most talented person in the world. .
In time, he will definitely be able to break through to the innate realm of
Dzogchen, and even touching the legendary King Kong indestructible body
is not impossible.
However, Lin Ziming’s appearance was like a scorching sun, shining
brilliantly, completely covering up his limelight!
That’s why he hated Lin Ziming very much, and he was unwilling to be
reconciled to Shengyu He Shengliang!
Especially a while ago, Lin Ziming completely shocked him by the big
event that Lin Ziming had done on the Lion Rock.
Because that day, he was also on the Lion Mountain. He saw Lin Ziming’s
invincible heroic appearance. Under the siege of more than forty innate
realm masters, he was able to retreat all over his body, and he still killed one
person in ten steps. Domineering without leaving a mark.
He is really jealous of Lin Ziming, why is there such an enchantment as Lin
Ziming when he clearly has a genius like him!
Fortunately, with the great news, Lin Ziming finally died in Jian Rushuang’s
hands. He was killed in the big bang and his body was broken to pieces.
The moment he heard Lin Ziming’s fall, his whole body was relaxed,
relieved, so happy that he didn’t fall asleep that night!
It was like a mountain that had been pressing on his heart, and suddenly
collapsed. Since then, he is still that genius, and there is no one in the world
who can surpass him in talent.
So when he was in a good mood, he had been stuck in the second stage of
the Innate Realm for a long time, but he broke through, and his strength
increased a lot.
Lin Ziming’s death had a great impact. Many people focused on Lin
Ziming’s family property and took advantage of the fire. Within half a
month, all the properties under Lin Ziming’s name were attacked.
Even people related to Lin Ziming were also implicated.
Feeling his anger, the Chu family was trembling with fright and didn’t dare
to speak any more.
Meng Hao stared at Chu Guodong coldly, “It seems that you are quite
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arrogant. If this is the case, your Chu family will pay for it!”
Chu Guodong’s body was shaking so badly that he had already struggled a
hundred times in his heart. He turned his head and looked up and down the
Chu family. They were all descendants of Chu family blood.
At this time, does he still have a choice?
No, let alone kneel, even if Meng Hao asks him to eat shit, he has to do it.
“Okay.” Chu Guodong tried his best to speak this sentence in a flat tone.
Even if he wanted to betray his dignity, he would face it with a smile.
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